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Downey Leads
First Concert
In Building
By JOYCE THOMPSON
The first concert to be held in
the new Concert Hall was in honor
of the dedication of the new Music
building. Conducting was Lyle W.
Downey, 1 head of the Music department.
Soloist William Erlendson, associate profeesor of music, pliyed
before 400 persons. Eriendson gave
a great performance of Howard
Hanibit’S Concerto in G Major.
Hanson’s concerto is a slow -fast glow-fast work in four movements.,
Themes grow naturally out of the
fabric of Hanson’s music, according to the critic for the New York
Telegrem, and the syncopated
notes are reminiscent of George
Gershwin.
ReLdensing with "Jubilation,"
an overture by Robert Ward, the
symphony orchestra displayed
the wares of the french horn,violin, *bee, and eorset. Also the
tympani was featured.
Randall Thompson’s "Symphony
No. 2." concluded the program
with four separate movements
which convey balance and cornpletenesa according to the corn poser. The syenphony is dedicated
to the composer’s wife.
In 1919 Mason was appointed
professor of music theory at the
College of the Pacific and in
1919 ,besanse dean of the Conservatery at that wheel At the
presest abate he_Whe
man wheel of samile as the cam.
pus of the, Usherette of Rochester In New Teat.
Hanson’s Concerto was chosen
for the dedication in honor of a
composer who is noted for being
a champion of contemporary music
for the past 25 years.

Sr. Exams Meet
To Be Called

h.

k

As soon as official results of
the faculty poll regarding finals
for seniors ’are released, Dr. Vernon Ouellette, chairman of the
Senior Week Evaluation committee, said he will call a meeting to
draw up and submit the group’s
final recommendations to President John T. Wahlquist.
Dr. -Ouellette said that the
wetting probably would be held
some time neat week. He is
awaiting She results from Dr.
Horrioos Heath. chairman of
the Exeunination committee,
which conducted the poll.
As released to the Spartan Daily
the results of the epil showed that
the faculty favored by a vote of
136-105 exempting seniors from linen in the quarter in which they
are graduated.
The committee will ,act upon
this recommendation it the meeting and make its own proposal to
the president. Three members of
the student body also will be on
the committee and will have an
equal vote on all issues. Dr. Cudlette stated.
The ’Realestion coesmittee aloe will draw up its final recessfee tits satire seder
week immense at lie meeling,
Dr. Onalbetts mid.
In a prim conference the committee eiecldied to continue the
Senior week activities program in
PringiPla. but made reference to
entails dumps in the Programa n
felt= loads
the cerentitteeestet
to retain Serdor orientation, Bendoe ball, Senior benquet. Senior
day and Senior Ineelefort. It seeoneneeRed that Senior beach day
and Sadie overnight be elbsdnated and other activities be ’shinetuba in *Mr PIM&

Sport

Fe rosh Interviews
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Candidates for Freshman clam
offices are _requested to come in
to the Spartan Daily office for
campaign interviews as soon as
possible. Interviews will be held
in’ the Daily off (cc from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. starting today.
P0,49

Music Building Benediction

LIPITENING to the benediselon servioes at the Music building dedicatory exercises yesterday were, left to right, Dr. Thomas W. Margined., Dr. John T. Wahiquist, Dr. J. Burton Vasche, associate suparintendest of public instruction, and The Rev. Henry J. (’roes,
pastor at the Grace Baptist church who delivered the seiniee. The
ceremony, which took place in the Concert Hall yesterday at 10:30
officially dedicated the new million dollar building.

Scottish Temple Scene
OFfainistmas-Seal
’The second annual Christmas.]
Seal Ball ven be held tomorrow
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m, in the Scottish Rite Temple, Third and St,
James streets.
All proceeds are to go to the
Santa Clara County Tuberculosis
association,
Alpha Phi Omega, sponsor of
the event, hopes to be able to
give a cheek of $101 or more to
the emaciation, according to
Stn Creesquist. A Phi 0 prieddent.
The Social Affairs committee is
waiting A Phi 0 in the undertakMg.
Committee chairman Vern
Perry states, "This Christmas Seal
Ball looks to be one of the best
In nistory. The dance is for an
extremely good cause, and I think
the stuffed body should give it its
whole hearted support. The Social
Affairs committee is proud to be
associated with such a worthy undertaking."
Buddy King will provide music
for the dance, and an intermission
enlertaininent program has been

arranged. Ftefreshments, will be
served.
11111 Tarr and Chuck Raney,
co-chairmen of the dance, stated
recently, "We feel that this
year’s Christmas Seal Ball will
be the greatest social event of
the fall quarter. A the dance is
the last big event of the quarter,
and is to be the only ASIII
Christmas function, we thiak
is as event that
that the
would not be missed by anyone."
He added, "Buddy King’s or chestre is one of the finest on the
west coart, and our intermission
program is very entertaining. A
fine Yuletide evening is in store
for all who attend the Christmas
Seal Ball."
Bids for the ball are on sale
now from a booth in the Library
Arch, and will be available at the
dance entrance. Price is $1.50.

Fifteen Frosh
Try for Office

"Maybe some guys will even buy
them at the booths," Duane Fiornil, co-editor of Lyke magazine,
said recently. Ten Homecoming
Queen candidates will circulate
around the campus Dec. 9 selling
the magazine in addition to the
sales to . be conducted from six
booths.
Colleen Collins, Suzanne Robinson, Trish Meyers, Virginia Watson. Jo Anne McAllister. Kay Dennis, Betty Richert, Shirley Simon,
Pat Dougherty and Omni MacLean will be the "Lyke lovelies"
selling the campus feature publication.
Booths will be ’located in the
Outer Quad, at Seven* and San
Antonio streets, in the Library
Arch, at Fifth and San Carlos
streets, at the entrance- to the
Coop, and between the Art wing
and the Wenton’s gym. Hagman’s
wiR go On side at 7:30 a.m.
Florhti, repenting on the staff’s
Protratil. cetelliented: "As the
man who Jumped from the top of
the Empire Ste bolliljog sad so
be peened the Seth east ’Everything’s going greet-so far’,"

A total of 15 candidates for
Freshman class offices have been’
’,peeved by the Registrar’s office,
and their names will appear on the
election ballot Wednesday.
Softies the of ice of preedent
are Alba Behr and Bob Weiss.
Cantillates. for viceintaident are
Ben Litman, Fred Vein and Al
Stones.
Six freshmen are running for
the office of secretary. They are
Natalie Flideher.. Cella Cram, Carolyn Stelling. claim Mcrae!, Barbara Plabbiud and. Sharon Dowlleg. Roundlet Ann the ballot are
Worn! Dais^ Joaseette Festaft
Dolloo-ood Wisialkie Planchew cemillentee for treasurer.
Pettarime Slit atm are anal15
in OW areillstie
eiMit lea*
must be
tistmell to to the MB ottleo hi’ 8
ifoodko%

’Mrs. Newby
Dies As Result
Of Accideitt
Mrs. Olga Newby, .55, wife of
L C. Newby, head of the Modern
Lwow tieottrunent diedrwaterday morning in Sin Jose hospital from injuries suffered in an
auto-pedestrian accident Tuesday.
The educator’s wife suffered a
broken leg and internal injuries
when she was struck by a car
driven by Overton i. Estes, a
23-year-old Moffett Field sailor.
She was crossing Sixth and Santa
Clara streets.
Newby was lecturing at the
time of the accident at the Home
Mann school, in the immediate
neighborhood of the accident.
The couple had been married
for 35 years. They met as students
at the University of Cilifornia and
married shortly after graduation.
They made their home in Las
Gatos. Mrs. Newby taught at
Ji
nior high
Woodrow Wilson
school in San Jose.
Their only son. William, was
killed in a mid-air collision over
Roswell Air base in New Mexico
n 1942. He was a lieutenant in the
Air Force.
Funeral services for Mrs. Newby are pending at the John E.
Doivdie Mortuaty.

Two Hundred
Attend Music
Building Fete
By JOYCE THOMPsON
The words "To Thee, Almighty
God, we dedicate this home of musical arts," in the invocation given
by The Rev, John S. Duryea opened the Music building dedication
ceremonies yes t erdaY
morning.
Two hundred persons attended the
ceremonies.
In his address. President John
T. Wahlquist discussed the loner
awaited buildings which were being dedicated. Those in the construction phase and others still
being waited for.
"This meld well be the best
edifice of its kind on the Pacific
Coast, la the United States or
eve la the world," Dr. Waldvast said. He also emphasised
the recognition of music as an
hnportaat part of life,
President Wahiquist praised Dr.
T. W. MacQuarrie. president emeritus, by pointing out that Dr.
MacQuarrie initiated progress ot
these buildings during his 25-cur
administration.
Dr. Wahlquist said that with
the addition of the Science building, and the Speech and Drama
buildings which should be ready
by Fall, the value of San Jose propert has gone over 15 million dollars, and at this point a 20 million
dollar campus is in sight. "For
the former we are deeply indebted
Wahlgteist
to Dr. MacQuarrie."
’
said.
Presidest Welegirac taco l’"
endowed Past President MaeQuarrie, trim expressed pleasure
le Sari Jose state’s progress. "I
get C great kick out of being
here in this beadingit is the
first time such a distinguished
group can sit on cushioned seats
for a dedication," he quipped.
Dr. MacQuarrie congratulated
James Dean, director of finance,

Finals Tonight
Eleven movie champs sad seem jankor c.hassips will be crowned tomight in tate lidea’s gym as
Molder Beztag name to an end.
Mists begin at 1 o’clock sharp.

"who has done more for the state _
of California in the way at hunt-- ’
tutions of this kind than anyone."
He also congratulated Stan Willard, the prominent designer of
the Music building.
"The one thing I am sorry about
is that we didn’t lay a corner
stone. We -could have put in it
Will Erlendson’s pitch pipe, and
Mrs. Boothby’s harp," he remarked
The benediction was alien tis
The Rev; Henry J. Crops, pastor of the Grace Baptist rhombi.
Others on the platform beside
the above mentioned were Dr J
"If everyone woo pledged Oyer Vatche, Clark Bradley, Neilsoc
blood had been able to donate, we and Hubbard.
could have made and perhaps
passed our goal." announood Carol
Bisbee. co-chairman ef the Campus Blood drive wide* ended yesterday.
Appratimately 450. pints of
blood were donated INiuring the
three days in the Stitdent Union, Weekend of Dee. 5 and 4
and approximate); that many 6
were Pledged, but some prosPeeChristmas S e I Ball, Boothe:
tive dornes could not give. "It cer- Rite Temple; Basketball at Uni.
tainly stisn’t lack of ettident Par- vocintY of Oregon, I p.m.; CAWnell:401m in the drive that held us DVB executive board meeting
heck from reaching the tap," Mies Woman’s gym, 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.nt
Mabee continued.
Dick Conselmann was cheirmiut Sundae
Alpha Pin Omega fanned initiaof the drive and the Santa Clam
ext.; t
County Red Crow mobile unit was tion, SJ1fiC Chapel, 4 to
in charge of the Student Union fa- Phi 0 foiled Mustetet. Pink Hoe.’
PantiellentI
p.m.;
tends.
to 11
cilities.
Home, 2 to 6 p.m.. Mph’,
A 14% inch trip* will be
Eta
Sigma formal initiation. V81.1
awarded to the fraternity. sorerIto?, independent grebe or dam Veils., 720 to 10 p.m.; Tau Delta
Witistioo, Villa relies.
with the karma terodetego at lb. Pid
8 to 11 p.m.
AWL

Campus Coeds
To Sell tyke
Blood Drive Falls
Short on Cai Pus
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Vasche Cites New Building
Spartan Daily
As 1st ’Designed for Music’
Friday, Dec. 4, 1953

SPARTAN DAILY

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Intermit as second clew matter April 24, 1934, et San .101,0, Calif., antler the ad of
Dr. J. Burton Vasche, associate
March 3, 1579. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by the Aseecieted %adults of Sam Jose State college, emcee Set. superintendent of public instrucwale, end Sundae’, during the college year with OR* Iwo* during each fical tion in California, yestesday cited
ounginitfiee
the Music building as being the
Pt 1164 of the Glob* Printing Co,. 1446 S. First St.
first of its kind "designed especSubscriptions Accepted only on a rorneTsder-ol-sohool year bade: .
ally for music educatior_"
la Fait Quarter, $I; is Winter Quarter, $2; in Spriag Qvartor, IL
Speaking at the dedication of
BOB CLINEBusiness Manager
JOE BRYAN--Eclitor
the new building. Dr. Vasche ern-.
Make-up Editor this issue
SALLY CURTISS
phasized the importance of the department in a time when "the
DIANE BURTON
Officer IAnager
CORY DESKDon DMaln (chief), Nency Lamb, Marilyn Roma, garbs,. Rich- (Teeth’r arts has become increas’,doom, Norma Wright.
ingly important as one endeavors
News EditorNelsen Wadsworth
, Sports EditorKeith Kaidenbech
to Maintain a balance in his own
Feature EditorEleine knes
Dram Ed.torNancy Lamb
personal daily liking."
Photo EditorSally Curtiss
Soc.ety Editor-.-Rit Pattrson
He felt it especially appropriAD STAFFJOHN BURNS. Tom McClelland, Larry Taylor, Joyce /ebb*, Jim
ate that the building should be
Dahning John Grill*" Forrest Johnson, Paul Parsons, Jess* Smith.
completed at a time ohen "the
Knight
Eschnge Fd,torJcli
Wire EditorOorothy Wiltiiima
college I* in Its greatest period
of growth and development."
In the 19 years of it4 existence,
Ore e rle college newspapers with which the Spartan Daily said Dr. Vasche, the college has
eichanges complimentary copies it the Univevsity of Oregon Emer- pioneered the field of teacher
training and developed programs
ald and we have proof that our paper is read in Eugene, Oregon.
covering nearly every field of acathe
week
the
preceding
During
College of Pacific game Dr. demic endeavor. "The enrollment
Stanley Benz, dean of men, took time out of his busy schedule to on this campus." he added, "today
solve the kidnapping of two Bengal coeds. This must have been exceeds seven thousand full-time
noted by our Eugene recta" because Dean Benz has been asked students and marks it as the largest of the state colleges, and larto don his Sherlock Holmes guise and go sleuthing again.
ger than maty state upiversities
The plaintive cry for help cams from, of course, the University ad well-known .private inatituof Oregon. A banner is missing from that school’s Student Union tibns of higher learning. It is this
building. The loss of the banner coincides with the visit of the San growing school that this and -other
Jose State college football foam+ to Eugene. Now don’t get the im- new facilities will be called upon
pression that the University of Oregon is blaming the Spartan to serve."
He defined the functions of
squad for the loss of their banner. In fact the authorities at the
the. state colleges, according to
northorn university made a hous-to-hous search for the missing
state law, as "the basic function,
banner before pointing the finger of suspicion at the San Jose
the training of teachers for servState college rooters who accompanied the football team to Eugene.
ice in public elementary and
Doan Sent received the request to do the defective work
secondary schools of our state.
and decided that he should enlist the aid of ASS President John
"The major responsibilities are,"
A,tirt. Aitken refused to conduct
house-te-house search on the he said, "offering, courses for genSan Jos* campus. We have an idea that no one will conduct such eral or liberal education or for responsible citizenship: the offering
a search.
Just what the banner is worth from the monetary point of view, of vocational training in business,
we dog’? know. We do know that replacing it wwld be no strain industry, public services, homemaking and social service; the ofon ASS funds, but we feel that we should not admit that San Jos*
fering of pre-profesaional courses
State collet,* students stole the banner. We feel that Dr. Benz for those students who wish, upon
should tell the University of Oregon thet he has closed his who-dun- completion of their state college
it Career for the year.
study, to enter a university for adIn this instance, we don’t feel that relations with the Pacific vanced graduate study in one of
coast school are jeopardized because there is a neighboring school the professional fields; and finally,
called Oregon State college which could have as easily been blamed the state colleges May ’cofferMilitary sclettee ertd ’tactic’ pktogqttie
as the Spartans.
However, if any San Jose State college student has the ban- in conformance with the lilies of
ner and would like to return if he could sneak into the Spartan the United States of America."
HI. continued, "the programs
Daily office and lay in on a desk. We’d see that Dean Benz gets
of thł state colleges have been
it back.
developed over the yearn to meet
the needs of the particular region In which the college Js located, as well as the needs of the
state generally.
"The state college system has
More than 100 employees of the established procedures which Me
college staff must follow in obtaincollege attended the annual dinner ing approval
of curricular changes.
of
the
San
Jose
State college Once these changes are inaugAlpha Beta Alpha -will hold an
chapter
of
the
California State urated, it is important that sound
instellation at 1 o’clock In 1.212
this afternoon and a dinner at 6:30 Employees association, which was evaluation and follow-up Procedheld
last
night at Mary Ann Gar- ures be established with evaluapof at Minn Van’s.
dens.
tion to be based primarily upon
California Recreation Society
William J. Erlendson, president tbe expressed objectives or purwill meet tonight in the Women’s of the chapter, presided and intro- poses of the program.
larn between 6 and 8 o’clock.
duced Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean
The state colleges can point with
(niunshig club will meet tonight of men, who was master of cere- interest and pride to the various
existing curricula, which repreIn the Unitarian church, 160 N. monies.
sent the application of sound planThird street at 7:30 p.m.
ning processes in which staff memKappa Phi will meet this afterbers, administrators of the college,
silsin
the Student Union at ’2:30.
and community forces together
have worked jointly to establish
Radio-TV guild will hold taiyouts
Tau Gamma, women’s physical services to the
existing public
for the "Visitation" in f393 at 3 education honor society, will hold
an
Informal fireside chat at the
131"
Dr. Vaache listed the four dehome of Mrs. Helen Doerr, 188 grees cow conferred by the
colf4partaa Orford and Spartan Chi
Shelley road, Campbell, at 7 lege as: Bachelor of Arts,
Bswill postpone the meeting for this
o’clock tonight.
Ostler of Science, Bachelor
o
Transportation will be provided Rduesitloa, and Master of Arta
Lutheran etudenja organization from in front of the Women’s gym More than owe hundred
majors,
will meet Sunday night In the Stu- at 7 p.m., according to Tillie Bur- he said, are
now offered In one
dent Y at 7 o’clock.
nell.
er awe of the state colleges

Another ’Who-dunnit’ Cry!

eettneA

fields leading to the Bachelor’s

degree.

Studio;

"Kiss Me Kate"

Ile estimated that for every one
Also
hundred students in publicly supported colleges today, there will
JOHN IRELAND in
be 215 in 10 years and feels it imperative "... that the colleges ...
be prepared to meet both immediate and ultimate student enrollments. Sound programs must be
developed which will make possible El Rancho Drive-In:
the steady progress toward proGlass Ford, Gloria Grahom
viding the facilities, equipinent and
"THE BIG HEAT"
other needs of peak enrollments."
Dr. Vasche listed the following
Anti Technicolor
problems imposed on state colleges
"HANNAH LEE"
by California’s rapid growth:
Jobs Irelond, JoAss Dru

"Combat Squad"

"Definite progress must be
made in financing equipment
and capital outlay needs, if the
state colleges are’. . . to be prepared to meet the increased enrolimeets. . ."

. PADRE 50c
NOW PLAYINGI

Gregory Peek, Since Heyward in
"Snows of lUlhnoolaro"

The Department of Education
end
has included in its budget request
"David end Solbehollso"
for next year $3-million to comloth la Tocholcoler
plete the library, a new administration building and a classroom
building. Even if SJS receives Mayfair:
these requests, the legislature
Gloss Fossil Gloria Graham*
must approve projects worth $.5"nsa NO mum
million between now and 1958 to
Ar4 Teolookeler
meet the increased need on this
’HAMAN LEE"
campus

Johs Irelaad, Jeftura Dry

"There also is the question of
enrollment limitations." Dr. Vasche sugpats. three ways to meet Saratogifti.,
thle;
ern:.do uway wi,th the
"MoliAblleer
linlifirtione formulate higher enAve Gerdsor
trance qualifications, or establish
Ciotti Goble
new state colleges to meet the
growing need.
Color by Technicolor

Employees Attend
CSEA Dinner

Tau Gamma Plans
Fireside Meeting

SHOW SLATE

With the State ’5 population i.samosaas.assomem
growing at the rate of one thousand persons a day, colleges must
be prepared to meet the demands j
NOW YOU CAN SEE IT
of increased student enrollments,
WITHOUT GLASSES!
he said.
"Colleges and unkersities in
California enrolled a total of 144,426 full-time students in October,
1952. These were divided as folKATHRYN GRAYSON
lows: University of California,
33.326; state colleges, 25.162; priHOWARD KEEL
vate colleges and universities, 32,499; public junior colleges, 52.818,
Color by Technicolor
and private junior colleges. 621.

TELEVISION
FINE FOOD

6tortiltp

RREARFAST
SERVER
AT ALL HOURS

Femmes for Fie* rved
17 EAST SANTA CUAAClosni Mondays-0pin 4:00 a.m. to Ifidnite

iMifa

of

$ SAVE
A

Closed
Sundays

Closed
Sundays

charcoal broiled
steakbergers
Located e, El Camino Reel ... nor* of Safe Clore

New Science Faculty Society To Hold Club To Hold
,,
initial Organization meeting Tuesday Party, Dance
The organizational meeting of
.a rose Jaculty group on campus,
Sigma Xi, national honorary science -likrelatY, will be held at
.p.m., Tuesday in Room S210. Dr.
-William Graf, associate professor
of zookgy, temporary secretarytreasurer of the group, made the
Permission to establish a club
patterned after the national society, which is dedicated to the
support and furtherance of scientific research, was granted only
recently. Dr. Graf explained that
the ,locial group may petition later
for acceptance as an official chapter of the society.
The,elub is open only to faculty
members, since requirements state

, Dr. Widdquist
Speaker at USC

"Mistletoe Masquerade" is the
theme for Kappa Phi’s annual
children’s Christmas party and
members’ dance to be held today
at 4 p.m. and 9 p.m. respectively,
in the Student Union, according
to Jeanette ’Thompson, co-chairman for the affair.
Games, Presents, stockings, and
Santa Claus will ’all be featured
at the party for 32 underprivileged
children (corn she Mayfair district
grammar school, she said.
Other committee heads include:
, Stockings, Lily Lee; Games. Rusty
Catlin: and Refreshments, Ellene
Bakenhus.
Nem
Fall pledges Will be presented
. MAY 111113611260N
at the dance.
Marguerite Millet, Elaine Nyl’abe Studint UniOn Will be the
scene of a pot-luck dinner for Sci- gren and mai Thompann are in
charge of the affair.

that members must be actively
engaged in some science field.
either adademic or research. Members must also have published
some original research work. Thirty-three instructors’ have shown
interest in the organization, Dr.
Graf said.
Other temporary officers are
Dr. Albert Castro, assistant professor of chemistry, president; and
Dr. Paul Freeman, Instructor in
physiology, vice-president.

Science Faculty
su Dinner

Private Schools?

(UP)
ATLANTA, Dec. 2
Georgians will vote next November on a Constitutional Amendment permitting the State to
transfer the Public school system
to -private" operation should the
U. S. Supreme Court rule against
school segregation.
The Georgia Senate yesterday
passed both of Gov. Herman Talmadge’s Pro-Segregation proposals, which already had House approval.

NORD’S
We nava Geed
MILICSMAIL1111
Ina Rae lirameala

Stanley Kaufman, president of
Hillel, Jewish student ssqiety, will
lead other Jewish students Sunday
evening in the ceiebratiso of the
festival of Chanukah at L’Omelette, El Camino Real, Palo Alto,
according to Marian Rubin, Mile
publicity chairman.
A buffet supper will be served
at 1.1 p.m. Dancing PAD be from
8 p.m. until 12 midrtght.
Stanford university will be host
for the festival. killiel chapters
from San Francisco State and
City College of San Fraticisco also
,
will be represented,
Dress for the affair is informal.
Both stags and couples are eel-

come to attend. Miss Rubin said.
Admission charge is a school
supply article, worth 50 cents or
more, for the use of elementary
school children. The supplies ail’
be sent to Israel for distribution
among school children.

Air Cadet Team
Here Next Week

in

tikissifWi

FOR RENT
Roems. Kitchen privileges, living room, shower. 37 S. Fifth
street.
Kama and boat for girls. Merton Manor, 43 S. Fifth street, CY
7-1963.
Mere Es. Lovely furnished apt.
266. Includes laundry. Garbage
and water paid. Living room.
Large tile kitchen, spacious bedroom and bath. CY 2-3679.
Girls’ vacancies for winter quarter. Room with kitchen privileges.
CY 24405, MD S. IBM street.
411the rooms and board vacapey.
Di Bari house, 373 E. Sin Fernando. Mrs. Bricker.
mom students,
Awn, tor
Wipes.148 S. 10th.
garv.
.
2711g . disk, issiorall liacasseise webalga tar winter quarter. Very Moe
mess. Brealdast sena& One-half
Nook from campus. Apply immedistreet. CT
ately. 357 S.
54767.
Beam anti lewd for eight Orb.
Pleasant sunny rooms, approved.
346 S. llth street
Two bedroom apt. Mostly fur- ,
nished. Flemming and Story roads, I
one-half mile from bus: 140.
WANTED
A place to keep my collie. Good
watchdog, obedient, loves children.
I’ll feed and exercise him after
glasses, Phone Miki, CY 3-9740.
Weald like girl to share apt
Religious Christmas cards now
are on sale to the student body near college with two other girls.
it Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth CY 4-3546 after 2 p.m.
street, according to Bobble Snaith, - Driving to Portland, Ore., Dec.
publicity chairman for the club. l& Take two or three. Share
The cards will sell from 75 cents expense. Contact Sgt. Stilwell,
B-81, Tel. Ext. 241,
to one dollar a box, she said.
FOR SALE
HMO Feed club coupe, by priMitoji Nichimoto, professor of vate party. Radio, heater, spoteducation at the International light, other extras. Good condiChristian university in Tokyo, was tion. CY 3-3115.
taken on a tour of the Teacher.
’46 Feed coupe. R and H. Good
Education department, including ear. POO for equity. CY 2-27/6.
the Audio-Visual service center,
Dimosed wedding ring set; lihe
by Dr. James W. Brown.
new. Make offer. Cl 7-2115.
HMS !small motor scooter, 6
H.P. Runs well. $65. CT41111, 777
Today is the deadline for filing S. Second street
lateedselbery offer far car ownpetitions for temporary approval
of restricted education courses for ers. amok tube. 12 ends. Muth
next quarter. Petitions may be job 12 amts. Information osfl
obtained in the Personnel office, "Tam," CY3-9772, 130 to S p.m.
daily.
Room 116.

Filth

Tokyo Prof Here

Course Approval

romantic wine cellar atmosphere

San Remo’s
Restaurant
Onlifillow. off Ahmaden
Cypross 4-4009
OPpf THANKSGIVING

Tow* 414 Thursday

1456::::to 12 a.m.

Friday end
y
. 5 p.sn. to

a.m.

10% Off.. Evory Pizza
For Studies
And when on the Peninsula, it’s SAM It1;M0 No. 2 (4ormeriy
Mary Janes), one-gwarter mile south of the LOS ALTOS
JUNCTION (Sap Antonio Rd) on El Camino Real. Phone
YOrkshire 7-2576.
(Offer Rights Reserved)

Over
900,000
Burgers have been sold at $bsIisrgsrIar
Now . . . in order to celebrate the acMesnEnt 0
selling their One Millionth Burger the boys have decided=
a Sivo-Awoy Contest. Some lucky people in San Jess 1.4
receive Cash Awards of two hundred and fifty dollars each in
. time for their Christmas shopping.
The rules are:
A prise of No beposlrisil sod ASS’y 111011ri will b rwors141 se As
bolder el the leeks Hetet it ltie lbsesime Is, et Fint Mal Kryes.
A siseilera5:4 eve kissdres1 am, fifty dellstainfil be seas
i
lbor et Fourtie owl Jugs. Iss.
e
efof sh
are foe esehoefs. UN ell fiefs ea fh day
Iflelbrgar Pats "’saber sad flair see ataboalb boogie i 1913.
The
444. amp free, lee. fel for your Ma* of *WINN .14 M
thief, feed b 111.20 el* yew sans
lesserlesserO
so* ye& peeffea of year tide& Who.. iami AMIPIP
1
vls.
iiii flit
of du, leaf %Mae .111 fee* elope alt Stelae Saffee
ICXM
DrViha nee% NM be brooked iffaadiatefy fedoiee flie
sae 4 ow sae aillinde besayer. We aaffeipafe Hoe Om dreeleg
ell be bold vOlde the ewe me week.
Sem Mud is %sem XXIX

ao .1111111/1464,

ALpiel-Rite
bisodiFit

of Sea
rolP...4.
display materfals
CHRISTMAS DICORATIONS
NOM MICORATIONS
DAN= INICORATIONS

"Mph" it ofibt With DispOrprIfe apelisrfor
241 N. FIRST STREIT
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Hillel Society To Participate
In Observ6nce of Chanukah

PIZZA

Newman To Sell
Christmas Cards

An invitation dinner honoring
new members of the Arnold Air
society was held Wednesday in
the Hotel De Anza, it was announced today.
New members are James ’Triplett, Charles Bailey, Lewis Campbell, Oscar Diessner, George Erhart, Stan Finberg, David Fisher,
Joseph JiMenet, Wesley Jorgensen, Art Lund, Leonard Mccully,
Jerry’ Sandifer, Arthur Simpson,
James Stuart. Robert Waunch,
Jack Willem and Stanley Wooten.
:--

SPMITAN DAILY

The United States avistioo ca
det selection team will be on
campus next Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday to interview students. Captain Dmid Hornbuckle,
team president, has announced.
The prn3up will be located.
weather permitting. in the outer
Cobalt, a strategic metal, de- quad frern 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. In
rives is name from koboid, which the event of bad weather. they
Bids. for the grading and resur- means an el of or mischievourei may be found in the St udent
Union.
facing of four lots owned, by the spirit.
college will be sent out soon, according to John Amos, director of
buildings and grounds. Three of
the lots will be converted into
parking areas and one will ’be
Landscaped.

i7ahlquistT44To School Officials

Air Society Holds
Initiation Dinner

e

Si To Send Bids

President John T. Wahlquist
will be a featured speaker at the
concluding luncheon of the midyear conference of the southern
section of the California Teachers
’association to be held in Los Angeles Jan. 29 and 30.
Theme of the conference, which
will be held at the Town and
Gown at the University of California, is -The Measure of a Good
Teacher.’: Dr. Lucien B. Kinney,
professor of education at Stanford, will give the keynote address
anti Dr. J. Paul Leonard, president of San Francisco State college, will be the keynote speaker
SAY WILIUCRSON
at the second general session, according to. President Wahlquist.
ence department faculty members
and their families Thursday evening, Mn. Marion Smith, depart,
Repstratton
._
meat secretary, announced.
General chairnian frif3the
o aftair
begin at
p.m., is;
hcihwl iw
Raymond Wilkerson, assistant
Beglinithg winter Venter, there professor of chemistry. Allen
will be a alight chew in the pro- Johnson of the Audio-Visual Aids
(edema dor: s teeiPg registration depaitment is schieftled to show
boaideET. in the Reserve Book several movie Aorta and Dr. Carl
!balk Allobaranit to DOW of Stu- Sharamith. assistant professor of
Weld.
biolog y, will lead community
: Veletas,. will 2Kt ’weer; be sepThe
arated( bete first. letter group, ’/4" will enter
Door A -which-is-the east door
along,- the north conidor of the
inner -442C !Ms line is to fon*
eastward in the earth corridor as
-The leuture of Progressive Ed.;
the non-veteran line previously
had done, be stated.
ucatiore’ will be President John
Door /3, the oast door, will be T. WahlquIst’s topic when he adused by the second letter group, dresses Phi Delta Kappa at a
"T,U,V," and this line will form dinner meeting in Oakland tomorin the arcade across the quad as row evening.
Approximately’ 200 setiobl adthe veterans line bad done preministrators and male teachers
viously.
The remaining letter groups will from the Bay area are expected
alternate betwien these doors. to attend the meeting, according
Students who come late, after the to Dr. Wahlquist.
next letter group has been called,
may. go to the head of the line
and be admitted without undue
waiting, Dean West stated.

Plan Changes
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Menendez’s Boxers Face
Rugged ’54 Opponents

Winter Tells of Cal Poly’s Big
McPherson
B -Ball Squad Record gets No
To Emcee
Bowl Response
Grid Banquet
By OIERALD OLSEN

"Don’t throw all your cards in
SAN LUIS ORLS110 IUP)- AlWalt
Coach
basketball
Spartan
one basket," Walt Williams, base, Walsh, Bill Walker and Dave Fan- htepheratm will act as master or
unpublicized, Cal Poly of San
most
By ROBERT siTRITotal.,
ball coach and associate Professor
i ner, all football players, are exLuis Obispo scored more points
ceremonies for the annual Spardeclared
education,
first
the
dual
physical
Although
boxing pected to fill in the heavyweight
of
Ten club banquet honoring the
than any other perfect -record
meet isn’t until January, Coach division vacated by Darrell Dukes Golden Raider football team Tues- Tuesday.
small or major collere football
anyhave
don’t
men
many
p.m.
T:30
"Tho
Julie Menendez, successor to the and Paul Reuter.
day at Hotel De M17.11 at
to if they fail in team in the nation this year- but
late Dee Portal, is working hard I
McPherson will introduce the thing to turn
their baseball hasn’t been invited to play In any
after
or
(Dutch)
P.
baseball
A.
itetting his bolters into shape.
dollmiPal Weaker,
bowl game.
He ’COP
manager
city
Hmaann. San Jose
is busy with the novice boxdais are finished. The best way
This utheraliterl grid powersports
Clara
and prominent Santa
ing tournament. This tournament
to avert this is by a good college home, sandeled out it W061 stufigure. Other high civic and state
=Girt-SeasonI
dents, rolled Up a total of $195
IJ+ Ofle of the most colorful
officials have indicated that they education."
Williams has been baseball peens simian their tregromate
’ ties of the school year
plan to attend the affair.
In a to
atae-pine stood.
’
Jose State college id
.
MernbersW the Spartan **sad coach at Sea
t4ais Jose’s schedule this seesaw
tile, for sr average it nearly 44
-Operation will provide entertainment along for the last seven seasons, tedeleg points per game.
Dec.
3
STOCKTON.
Menne the most powerful teams
rarer la 1947. He was graduated
with other campus talent.
This was almost 100 points more
es the West asset. They are Cid 1 masa( Cainebadat tir patribegisr taaketbidifr theteCit
ham Orem. State eallege web
than was scored in 10 genies by
in
Fa_
night,
Pasty, Pareific Coast larhatiesal Friday and Saturday
boabelee it1 science degree Is 111100. Maryland, the only unbeaten and
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Idaho ""*". 1.4Wwill cific Pavilion when the Tigers oprim."
en their 195344 cage season in a
"..
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111011".
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mine froabol." WM Beseatha in the Northern California Juntas for ie. YIP flat
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that Is Iliampllar Way
()slim asoolevessie last OINIOCRI at
Slab
amd Wes ilbiesiolt,
coon bring thew albeeds herr."
ftemancif
is
ratStockton eirliege.
were MA* linsiaassim
thn
men
as
one
of
the
ed bp hadasthall
Other retuning lettdthala .am
Memories expects behave a well. top prospects on thePacific coast Broncos S
Mel Leal, catcher; Jabot -01111111116;
hennaed seam dila
"Dith
111160112.
Doug Hoehner and Ron Ifalf11110,
Header, a sermitilid halikroar
Pliddllfe alasing Ore Ise the
tittchers;.Biii Anderson, fine basefrom last year’s allintInfolloro to lieveihs seelsaisill he illesimmill
he the backbone of the team." amig.41 11thiela
SANTA
’(UP) --The limn; Ban loa, second base.
441.4.11foloilol
bendeclared the boating coach.
aw11101,1109.41beh atallaiiimalt Maple OWN leamaitsLI.0 te.anal; Jed’ Udall* third
Minn -7145 sicrory Wedgealsirimisn, and Mx Coulter, outfielder.
Other veterans me ASeaWhite, "(11101*ollawar PM) : aillk Mies
over the Pismo Sean Iddi4fflinre are prospects that Joh*.
.11thimest- OMB
Joe Rodriquez end Vic Harris.
in their bilbethall -massisrallo, ,thortstop, just out of
IMMO
feather- 4111"’"Iras...
lie hopes
Al Accurso.
graidatt may return to the
V/PIght Mar at last seamen. win is Sa
*lot ,.t’ ’t.,"--"played
tar tan
A saitity, .4-driving SOW
The .mil
11a:ft subilltuted frealY
not In school at priment. will be
idasgin St the-lsest’s beat set that. in The teteAddledMillhat afte r run-1 IffIre State-two kens ago.
hark for winter starter. "Al- Is
Zanies . the fall, the
illasher -WS be CDP’s piag aunts
one of the iselearqtraps wite nide
1St ‘111 27-8 islii Art the first , Melo is prottiong . turreii."ria
awl fkiar lesellat Me is rated the period at ploy.
go all the web," Masted Memo. i-2wfigt" ef the tens by Sweet.
week nal will go Into
der
All-Amarican Cmaate
ricie in February.
DeVight on the post did his
’ante smother of aissarbe Md
sparess inpas Vlse le MI tiler :playing lest aeotiah for West Con- Sewn saw attain in tear than halt
fine re - the lane. Be nalthged to rock UP tart zanies doll.pniatioe
worte OW. 111001 Mileillaressees& tra Costa JC and Is
11 points befOre retiring to theosilied they will be Ole As the
,’1111111 MOIL111111B1b. thammisa. was ;hounder and shot. Buchman cranbench for high scoring honors.
swim. All sh the rasa have play!ethane& haw the *NNW Orwerag the’ ed the street from Stockton colLeroy Miens and Hugh Shaffer eel bane anwing he Mate," the
lege with Numanoff, where he
sunsiase.
earned reputation as a hustling, led the Bulklags In the scoring co- ,aaadiali aomieb dealsred.
According to
Meashriez, FA all around player,
"Same of the newcomers who
hatut WO 10 paints each
have looked good in fall practice
are Dick Reese, Ron bfkze, Bob
Wolfe, Don Odishoo, John Beardsley and Bill Martinez.
The Spartans are limited to 30
games this year by Pacific Coast
SIMI 7 II ONLY
Conference ruling, They probably
will open their season against
Stanford March 6. Although the
schedule has not been completed,
the Spartan baseballers are ex- 44 a. son onfool
pected to meet the members of
between
the CBA, plus UCLA, USC, CaliI st
fornia and Oregon.

now

To
Friday .
With Nevada

lloyfiellet Lodge
Representative
Here for Ski Meet

kni44

Fresno 7145

rtan Boxing Action

itow:se

.
Jost arrivod
wow Wpm*. of
HOLIDAY *ARTY’ DRUMS.
Priced aspacrilly ha ONO coital, can! ea
bedittt. Ihmairlifwl maple
drown . silly I Of 2 of Lied, Farinals start as low or 102.93 (meta
oralwahra medals) Sims 9-20. Yeah 1 fled jest what voters haekisi far.
See
AUdrey’S
Bockroom
74 W. SAN ANTONIO illeferos Snit Ied Merlisf)
Ooss Thursdays Hi 9
After Dee. 14, op** *ROY
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

CHRISTMAS PORTRAITS HOW!

MIKE GI’ll311111ERo, 19411 Nit .4A 176-11). champ - awl Al Acmes%
featherweight star of last year are away In anion. Gwertvro has
burn loot to Use draft this 114411IN ante Accurst, who has hems out ef
school this quarter. ulll return In time to aid la furthering coach
Julie Mestendea’ hosing fortunes next quarter. The 101iii of Guerrero
it as a ...tete jolt to Spartan hopes for a Pacific Coast Invitee/mai
title la 1064. However, Menendez expects to hate a "ttell-balaared
team" with Melt Seeder as the nucleus. deader is ervdlted with a
searational performance on last xmir’s

gliTZ)os p
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SpIrtat n Cagers SJS Wrestlers
Meet Webfeet Pin Prisoners
In Ore. Tonight

Spartan wrestlers pinned the
San Quentin matrnen for a 23-13
victory Wednesday afternoon.
By KEITH BALDENBACH
Joe Isasi won his 123-1b. match
Raider
cagers
will at-’ by a forfeit, and the 130-1b. match
Golden
tempt to establish a win streak was forfeited to the San Quentin
tonight and tomorrow night in team. Ronnie Stingiey pinned his
Eugene. Ore., where they will 137-1b. opponent in 2:35 minutes.
meet University of Oregon in a In his 147-1b. match, Pete Herder
two-game series.
decisioned his opponent by a 6-2
Fresh from a sparkling 75-55 score.
win over San Francisco State
Russ Utle y, 157-1b., won his
Tuesday night, the Spartans are match in 2:57 minutes. and Tom
anxious to refute pre-sedson pre- Stern, 167 lbs., pinned his oppodictions of mediocrity by Bay area nent in 5:10 minutes.
sports writers. They will have the
Tom Hall lost a 177-1b. decision
opportunity to do thls if they de- b o u t, 14-0. Heavyweight Dick
feat Oregon, for the Ducks have Fleeger was pinned in 2:56 minbeen rated along with Oregon utes.
State as the best in the NorthCoach Hugh Muinby said he
west this year.
was pleased with the team’s showTbe MS - Oregon basketball ing in their first scheduled match.
grew will be breadmet tosight He feels that the team is further
and teesseressr ever Radio Sta- along than he had expected them
tion KATO at 8:111 &sleek. Earl to be so early in the season.
dasseg-wIll give a recreation of
In exhibition bouts, Ben Ferthe gems.
nandez deoned his opponent by
Prior to the squid’s departure a scare of 5-3, and Gus Talbot
Nesterday morning. Coach Walt dectsioned his 491-1b. bout by an
McPherson named sex men from 8-4 score.
among -which he will select his
The season’s schedule is as folstarting lineup. They are: For- lows:
wards BedrilbaMbeck. Bud Hielm Mee. 11lbeiverelly it Oskirensia
at theeteraey, II pa.
and Dinh ’WNW; Center Dm
Fameek.aelil Guards Aster Bur- Dee. 1S--PAA We v te TeemsWilliams.
Carroll
gos end
meat et llan &WM. am.
Others making the trip are: fan. 111-.Ahmodla Moroi Afr
Forwards 2%Ir Hannan and N1171 - Am at Akanada, Tale p.m.
Monti; ’Center Glen Griffith; and ifia.1111PAA Suder Amusement
Guards deb Roadie= and Howat Ilerkeley T, II a.m.
ard Raw. Tema Manager Jack
filleollenederd University at
comwill
Capon and McPherson
Manamerd. 730 pm.
plete the list ...ot 13 making the.41tan.-30-0111temila Stte Polytrip.
euehmie College at Rea Seem
Williams and Burgos established ’711 pm.
hemselves as first stringers at Feb. If--Wasbiagase State adhere
the guentiossitions Tuesday night -at AM fee% Idle pm
against -SF State when they tal- Feb.11--112 Tern Marines at Seats
lied a total at 30 points. Williams.
As.,
p.m.
also known as the "Mighty Feb. LIIten Diego State Mine
Mouse," amounted for 17 points.
at San Dieu., idle p.m.
while Burgos came out as high- Feb. LSUCLA at Les Angeles.
point man -with 22 points.
7110 p.m.
Seth UWE me akeet as basket- Feb. klSan Freedmen State at
badiaaaIlik Ill. 11 in., but make
Sea Fensehess, S pea.
op tor Rim leek at hdgbt te Feb.11Stesteril University a t
speed mad
Matr
Sea ieise. TAM pat
this weak. Felt AFFAA Seeder .Teurnassest
1110111011
bet
’1111Mailli45
It Asa Premise, T, IF am.
Is a MIL -23. M. Si-1~ N
Iee
at Ike- Wreettlag Chemps
Unwise loam,
at Smits Ofeb. IS-0 lymple Club at San
a
Clara
i. 710 Fm’be
111 11.= March 11-41an Amidst* State’s(
lasstecuillikpitteintel
Tam
San isse, IdIS Sum
leW’liatermait,
Alm*,
Mardi 5 mit IIFar Western
mated Tumidity that. he is ready to
Wrestling Tournament at Oakrestunehis sentlar play of last year
dale V. 5 p.m.
although -lie Eleff played halt the Mame 15 and 15Feeffic Omet
game. He aniseed all but a few
’Moralised. Tourney at Men
of the preessionn Practice eleadons
Luis Obispo, 11 pm.
and is net yet hiteillailtiost. However, he la eagergrall to play only
half the season beanne of an
appointment with his local draft
board.
Other ’players looking good
Tuesday night Were: Hein, who
scored 12 points; Fausaet, a green
sophomore who scored only 6
points, but who grabbed 14 reBy OIL CHESTERTON
bounds to place second behind
"It is silly to consider a man
Brady in ihis department; and who plays 60 minutes of a game
-Steinback who tallied four points an from man," insisted Bob Branwhile showing considerable im- ran, head pigskin mentor, while
provement over last year*
discussing how the advent of one
The Duel% have an experienc- platoon football has affected San
failed squad and feature a
Jose State college.
breaking game as did the GoblHe sees no problem in a healthy
ets Raiders’ Bret oppimeat, San boy going the full distance’withFrancisco State. IllielPheresa ex- out becoming timed. He insisted.
plained that dee Webtosas have "When we consider that a boxer
Meth 1.11 and short mea .wlie are goes 30 minutes within 40 during
eapat4e at giving any teem trou- a 10 round bout, that crewmen
ble.
pull hard and all the way for 14
The two-day ’stand at Eugene or 15 minutes that wrestlers leap
will be the start of a heavy Christ- and Jump for as much as an hour.
Ins traveling schedule which will why should a football player feel
find the Spartans in Berkeley he has exerted himself if he is acDec. 11 against the dangerous Cal- tive for only 11 minutes pithin a
ifornia Bears; in Tucson, Ariz.. two-hour span r
Dec. 1/1 for a tumle with the UniNo amplaimed that a player Is
versity of Arizona; in Tempe, Ariz. Mae ems boor and 40 mansem se
Dec. 19 against Atteana State; and say assurd are Mar pssisd eeis Los Angeles Dec, 21 for a con- verb* a eldest.
test with Papperdlese.
Braman contended anyone who
Next home appearance for the continues to advocate two platoon
Golden Raltient will be against Cal systeni is doing a disservice to
Poly in Spartan gym Dec. 29.
football. The rules committee
should never bring the rule back,
he claimed,
"’The free substitution system
has toned 40 to 50 colleges to
Gene G. Goldberg, 25, halfback abandon football," observed the
on the 1953 San Jose State college darkohaired grid tam, who was
football team, has been named re- named coach of the year last seacreation supervisor of Sunnyvale, son by Northern California sports
it was announced recently. He has writers.
Two platoon football wile inventhad experience in recreation departments of. Several other cities ed by Knute Rocker, immortal
dmthI the SIMMIsr vacations while Notre Dame muck when he devised his faM01111 "ShOtit troops."
atte.4lng eiellegle.

40-Min. Grid Men
Are No ’Iron Men’,
Sayi Bob Bronzan

Gokilberg Named
Rec Supervisor
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Bouts Tonight Will Decide
Tournament Champions.
Boxing Results
121 lb. Class
Elvin Meek, Sigma Pi, dec. Joe
Muren, Kappa Thu. Edward Atuon, Alpha Tau Omega, dec. Dave
Cox, Delta Upsilon.
125 lb. Class
Torn McClelland, Theta On, dec.
Tom Cane, Sigma Chi.
Lae lb, Cloth
Ray Handel, Theta Chi, dec.
Everett Martin, &grin Chi. Gene
Fink, Delta Upsilon, dec. Gail Helvie, Kappa Tau.
IN lb. Class
Torn McDermott, Kappa Aiphs,
dec. Rubin’ Ragssc, Kappa Tau.
Ted Fletcher, Alpha Tau Omega,
dec. John Brock, Lambda Chi Al 115 th Clem
-And Ratter, Theta Chi, - dec.
smorai.sist
Diek

pewit.

Beeibleisi Dena 111.111011%.
SlIrag Cams
llialiblaW .Kapgli:.D4Psa..taasiaiea, PI
111.140orbridge, Agate
sills, lam
Mg IS:tam
am Caliente. Pt ilippi’Algem,
tlity_.1)013
elarak PIM
M.~ey, Kappa-A/Ohs, See. Bill
111111Pan; Elarna Pi.
um. Cass
dale Ilisahan, Sigma Chi, dec.
Bill Dubbin, Independent. Bob
Waunch, Delta Upsilon, dec. Bill
Johanson, Phi Sigma Kappa.
17$ lb Class
Ron Green, Pi Kappa Alpha, dec.
Clancey Meyers; Kappa Alpha, Al
Brown, Sturm Chi, dee. Tom Hall.
Deka Upallon.
1N lb. Class
Dick O’Neill, ’Stem Chk t 144.
Jim Tomiey, Delta Upsilon Bc#
Arendt Lasedda Chi A1Pha. de&
Ken Skate% Theta XL
Jot Me9dAwnef, lgassMae.Che;
Diek Pleiger, Theta XI. Chemin*
Weaman, Kappa Alpe*, dec. Dick
PI Kappa Mahe,
Jr:bidden
John Freitas, Delta Upenon, dec.
Eli Aguitar, Sigma CM. Walter
Yates, PI Kappa Alpha, Mc. Nell
Hill, Kappa Tau.
Although the rules prohibited maim
substitution, Roane would bleed
a fresh team at the end of each
quarter.
The arrival se the tree wheatmeal’ asetliod actually was
pepalerised by Ada Odder at
Miehigna early in the 104rs.
Under the one platoon rule a
player taken out of ,a gape may
not return until tom minutes are
remaining in the quarter.
So far as costs are concerned,
Broman stated that they are about
the same as last season’s. It doesn’t’ alter much because San Jose’s
manpower status is about the
same. Since last year the first
string offense performed as second
team defensively and visa-versa, he
explained.
"Freon the spectator’s paled
et view the gams has Moslem
mere haeresekog because it the
as. plakesu style,’ the row
morn mei termer Sas Sees tackle seserteL
As examples he cited last Saturday’s upset tie between Notre
Dame and Iowa, College of Racine’s early mason mostery of
Stanford, and Oregon’s conquering
of USC.

Starting at 8 o’clock tonight the
championship bouts of the 17th annual Novice Boxing tournament
will be held in the Men’s gym.
Seeking titles will be, in the 120lb. division:
Elvin Meek, Sigma Pi, and Edward Aguon, Alpha Tau Omega
(110 lb boy from Guam, the smallest competing in the tdurnament);
125 lb., Tom McClelland and
George Oltaiinai, Sigma Pi; 133 lb.,
Ray Handel. Theta Chi. and Gene
Fink, Delta Upsilon.
Torn McDermott, Kappa Alpha, and Ted Fleteher, Alpha
Tan Omega, will vie ter the 135
lb. title; 140 lb., Fred Illealler,
Theta Gb wM meet AO Fee&km, PI Kappa Alpha; Ad
Alpha Spot-.
Tranlarldle.
len, will box Sal &deeds, for the
146 lb. champlessidp.
Vying for the 150 lb. crown will
be Kappa .Alpha Dill’ Feeley and
Jim Chilcutt of Pi Kleppe Alpha.
Going all out for the -/45 SO. title
Will he Jim Sheahen at llama Chi
and Delta Epsilon’s Bob Wautick
Alvin Brown of flignis Chi and
Ron Green of PI Kappa Alpha will
compete for - the 175 lb. cram.
Spartan halfback DI& O’Neill a(
gig= Oil will pax’ word Bob
liven& for the 190 91, tfiamplonship. Two other Mahan players,

Tackle Jim Muldowney of Sigma
Chi and end Clarence Wessman
will battle it out in the unlimited
division.
Secede( eliampleaships is the
inner touramnsat win be. Kappa MplialIs Meek Ressler sad
Bob Harris Is the In lb. class.
11111 Albs of Sigma ad will
moot Jobs Hersasees ot Kappa
Tao tor the IN lb.. title. /
Alvin Julian of Kappa Alpha wile
meet Stu Pubine of Sigma Chi for
the 135 lb. crown. Walter Tate*
of Pi Kappa Alpha and John Frettar of Delta Upsilon will contest
the 155 lb. bracket. In the 163 lb.
clam, Max Boshall of Kappa Algin will meet Sigma Chi’s ’Moe
Stern. Ray bedew of Kappa Tau
and Bob Burnett of Theta Chi with
meet for the 17 lb. class,
apart/re beekfleM seem Joe
UM sad Deve Tamer nil battle- for the heaver/edit* learals.
171es is reposeenting Mom CM;
Falser, Mimes FL
Last night’s crowd aeplaudeit
erithusinsticahy as the reperverititives of Pi Kappa Alpha gained
12 additional points to maintain
the bead in the competition. Sigma Co is second with 15 points.
Union has 12 points and
Kappa Alpha 11. Next in line ist
Theta Cht with 10 paints.

Kr.* awe know the *Campus

Mute canter with Santa,
dki widi St. Nick ?

It’s easy Just take your Christmas shopping
fist to your Roos campus rep. He or she will
he brimful of suggestions -2-- something
special for that. guy or gal; and gifts for the
family that will mellow even Aunt Nellie!

Your eager Roos represenatives are:
JEAN SINGLETON
BETTY RICHERT
SUE

CHAPMAN

HERBERT HAIGHT
LESLIE CROW

KNOX CLUB
,

College Group

Westusinfire Presbyteries
Church
ALAMEDA sad SHASTA
easel Oiscessioe

"IS CHOW THE ONLY

wAr

Open to AI

Seadav.

P.M.

goo. awl,
SECOND at SANTA CLARA

&_
4’111Ws Ifg
I
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’Winslow

Begins Run
Prize Wimting
Rattigan Play
Opens at 8:15

TV Guild To Complete
Browning Film Dec. 12
Shooting of the San Jew State college Radio and TV Guikra
television production, "The Last Duchess’ by Browning, will b*
;shed next Saturdey, Dec. 12. according to Robert I. Guy, assist***
professor of speech.
First rushes bays already been returned and wpon return of the rest,
’I.-tilting will begin. The sound
track will be added sometime during winter quarter. "As yet." said
Prof. Guy. ’’no premiere performance has been scheduled, but it
will be during winter quarter."
The production is being male
under the atespices łt the Audio Visual department. Entirely on
filet It will be seen on Channel
Several paintings, by Barry Gel-5. KPIX.
ler. senior commercial artist maCat includes Tom Luce as the
jor at SJS, and David Geller, ids
I hike, Eleanor Floor as the Duch- father, are now on display at
ess. James Kason as,Frs,Pandolt, Graves gallery, 540 Sutter street,
ilarbara Remelmeyer as the wo- San Francisco, according to Miss
man and Dan Douglas, Richard Marian Moreland, associate proCalikura and Paul West as the fessor of art.
three men
The "Father and Son Exhibit"
Professor Guy is directing the will be on display until December
production assisted by Helen Nik- 31. she said.
ki I J Mr. Johnson, associate proBarry, who specializes Is wafissor of drama, Is designing the
ter colors, haa twelve of his
it
pH
paintings on display, most of
Floor Manager is Stan Cohen.
which are of local scenes. Last
Lou
Mary
and
F.fizabeth Cloud
summer he entered two of his
the
Jr’ a ge r son de supervising
paintings in the s
Mate.
taking
makeup. Jim Masten is
Fiesta.
care of the lighting. Suzanne ZenHis father, who is an oil landgler Is the script girl. Henry Or- scape painter, has 22 of his paintwits Is in Charge of the andel. ings on display In San Francisco.
and Alan Johnson, the camera. Last mouth he won an honorable
mention when he entered a painting In the De Young museum.
Mr. Geller, who Is known as a
"Sunday Painter," sthis formerly a
designer for women’s clothing. He
A round tattle dlagengisn will be now maw the "Younger Set."
the feature of the Radio and TV dross shop, in San Francisco.
"Ws name, a liebby with
tiudera Sunday evening show at
am," mid the youngto
7 o’clock on Station KEEN. acwhen seised how Nog he had
cording to Directdr Robert I. Guy.
The topic is eoncerned with the hien pointing, "bat I would Ulm
is he an ilknitrator someday."
Illmparative values of educational
-Painting is a hobby with Dad,
ado, and educational television.
Ralph Rowland, Robert Summer- too," Geller said "and he’s been
ville, Toni Winston and Barbers printing for tour years."
"I’ve only been painting for a
Roach are round table particiyear," he added.
pants.

SIS Senior,
Father Display
Art at Gallery

-SiS Radio Show
-Offers Discussion

PAT BRANCH as Catherine and Darwin Hagentan as Dleide Winslow watch the birdie for this old.fashioned daguerreotype. Both will
open tonight in the Drama department’s 117th production, "The
Winslow Boy." Miss Elizabeth M. Loeffler will direct the eensedy.
photo by Wadsworth.

GoldintinLeads Stories Offer aholiday Theme
Honor Band
7.; stitOR4147:10011
%:t-0.,

Dr. Edwin Franks Goldman.
welt-known bat* SlIreetor, con,
ducted a pertormende. by.the Om.
ti-al Coast Countins.-high *MOW
band yestetde lulihe Concert
Hell.
Approximately 142 high school
musicians were on stage during
the event and 575 sat in the audience. Dr. Goldman noted that it
was a pleasure for him to be directing the student honor band.
He also advised the students
present to take advantage of their
musical opportunities. and reminded them of the necessity of practice.
"I don’t think any building compares with the Music building at
San Jose State c oil e ge," said
Goldman, "and I
be directing here
The occasion
the first
time the Central
t Counties
iayed In San
Honor band has
Jose.
,

Music Educators.
To Hold Meeting
Final meeting of the Music Educators Conference this fall will
be held Dec. 9 in Room 125 of
the Music building at 5 p.m.
Guest speaker of the afternoon
will be John Fields, graduate student at San Jose State. His topic
will deal with percussion instruments in relationship to secondary
instructors.
Penton’ other than musk majors also are invited to attend the
meeting. Refreshments will be
served.

Debate Director
Asks Registration
’ION LUCE, winner of the VS oral miaow award, is shown receiving the prise cheek from Dr. Hugh tains, bead of the Speech and
Drama department. Luce non with his reeding of seicetIons from
"The Prophet" by Rabin (ilbran. Judges were Mary Moss, Mrs.
hariotte Rideout and Wallace Murray, all of the speech department. Dr. Hugh 01111. presented the prise cheek to Luce. The winner ei last spring’s award, Shirley %erase, presided at the presentation. Students from the classes et Dr. Rancher, Dr. Lawrence
Alden Smith and Mrs. Cwtaney Weeks read selections.
Mount,
Fred Engleherm
I Censpetiag with Lam were Mary Lee
?Mattock, Robin Lowry and Mrs, Roth Morrill.
Marilyn
i

The Winslow Boy,". a comedy
by Terence Rattigan, opens tonight in. the Little Theater at
8:15 o’clock.
The play, which won the Thestar Critics Review award in 1947,
is directed by Miss Elizabeth M.
Loeffler.
The emit includes: Mr els
Winer, Sir Robert Morton; Pat
II rase it, Catherine Winslow;
Brad Curtis, Arthur Winslow;
Darwin Ilsgeman, Dicide Winslow; and Dean Blockutere, Rennie Winelow,
Jean Mille r, Grace Winslow;
Ronald Blood, John Watherstone;
Joe Lo BUC, Desmond Curry;
Mary Lee Fagerson, Miss Barnes;
Carolyn Miller, Violet, and Ronald
Stokes, Fred, the photographer.
Settings were designed by J.
Wendell Johnson and costumes by
Berneice Prisit. Dance director is
Patricia Thin.
The action of the witty play
evolves around Ronde Wbsillow’s expulsion from prep school
on a false charge. The boy’s
Irate father, with the kelp or
the distinguished barrister, Sir
Robert Morten, takes the case
to the British parliament.
Tickets may be purchased in
Room 57 for 50 cents, student
price, and 75 cents, general’ admission. The play will run Dec.
5, 10, 11 and 12.

Students interested in pgrticipatting in the forensics program
next quarter should register for
Speech 55 or 155, according to
Dr. Lawrence Mouat, forensics
director.
It is not necessary to be free
at the scheduled tine, 12:30 p.m.
Thesday and Thursday, in order
to participate. The first forensics
meeting will be held Thursday.
Jan. 7, at 4:30 p.m. In Room 165A,
said Dr. Mouat.

The last starytallivg hlair at I NU
gloripseside et 13161111.91Fern
the quetr.
ie svilt-be boht atnaday, es’. MR’ be slant ed
Downier
toad
kindergarten-,
aft liceetlealle.pit.’ 44e tiilf- talidarY
fourth grad*.
Kandrer;
iiishoseijes*cf
’Any eittldreli..
are chaperesed
_ .
. .
,
.
The pt og r as; ’Which has a are Invited,- Vigil -Dr. Kauctlet ,

Christmas them* *di be reviewed
by 25 Chlkttint from.. Rester School.
John Oldham and Jack Richard*
r metnbers of one at the classes,
are bringing the grade school
children. Mrs. Frances Ericksers

Those ParrialPalinir in the*
telling are Cased MacLean. Mildred Carlos*, litrs. Marjorie
Percival, Joanne Carroll, Mrs.
Frances Ericksen, Olga Wirtz and
Mrs. James Morris. These students are front the classes of Dr.
Kaucher and Wallace Murray,
associate ’professor of speech.,
There is no admission olirge
Tryouts for Fteveiries will -continue today, according to Don and everyone Is Invited.
Reinhe, in charge of public relations. Dancing auditions will be
PACIFIC RADIO sad
given at 3:30 p.m. in the Morris
SPORTING 0000S
Dailey auditorium.

Revelries Tryouts

"Live a Little," this year’s musical, was written by Sally Curtiss. Sallee Lots, Joe 1.0 Sue and
Jim Bernardi.

e.g;. Stterle sill Wes
174 SO, SECOND STREET
Ovoid% Krws

Unclogs
HAMBURGERS

Its

Male of rest Grids Gamma**
inspected beef
Served is s
isssrn low weith oftwelal swim*,
relish, fried etsiews..

FRENCH PRIES

Sic

14.. I Idaho Pesten
Good, Deed.

MILKSMAXES
Thick mil Gime/
pure ke crown.

Gehles

20c
mei*

with

SAXERS DOZEN
Hatisheripiers is Meesehorrtiers for the vice .4 12.

SAN JOSE -- CORNER SO. FIRST awl AMA
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Housemother Tells Choir Director for 22 Years
VariedPastas ‘Cop,
Cabbie, Actress’
By GLOBLI LORENZO
"I won’t say being a policewoman is a prerequisite to the
job of housemother, but it helps,"
Jean Campbell asserted last night
Miss (arnpbell, 31, is a student
at San Jose State and the housemother at Grace Hall, 371)S. Fifth
street.
Haring taught four years on
a provisional certificate, she will receive her B.A. degree next
year as an education major and
psyehology minor. Included
among her former jobs was
one year as a reserve police officer In Bakersflrld pist year.
Miss Campbell said that is the
best way possible to learn about
juvenile behavior. "Our training program consisted
of studying narcotics, PBX, working with detectives, going out on
a beat, and squad car and juvenile
work. I taught school by day and
took calls on the police switch Ward during some evenings," she
stated.
There are two schools of police
work, she said, one in which two
officers are in the squad car and
the other in which one officer
patrols alone. In Bakersfield, except for about three hours in the
morning, there is One officer in
the car.
"Generally, the sllcy was to
send one policeman out on all
calls except in the case of
family fights," Miss Campbell
declared. "The members of a
family are ’table to gang up on
one officer."
"Every Sunday, 12 women of
would go to the target range
to practice shooting," she said.
"I didn’t do so well. At the
Thursday night class the shooting
scores would be read, with my
name last, always with the coojunction ’and’ preceding it. This
happened for such a long time
that my fellow Wirers thought
my name was *tin _jean Campbell," she exPlallpe*,
Miss Canipbell also, ’was Sri
actress. In the theater and on
radio, she played a child on "Mary
and John," the story of a typical
young American couple.
"After the soap opera, I was
employed as a maid, a very poor
cook, waitress, Western Union
messenger, and in a laboratory.
During the war I operated a drill
press and a lathe in defense
work," Miss Campbell said.
"Then I drove a taxi in Pasadena. There were four women cab
drivers, and we all had flashlights
to use as weapons.
"One of the women picked up
a fare who proceeded to make
advasioes. She bopped him en
the bead with the flash. While
bopping, she lost control of the
car, hit a streetcar, and lost
her teeth," Miss Campbell rendDuring the early years of the
war, she processed workers in the
Identification dhision of Lockheed. One day she was told, to
hold a man in conversation far an
hour. The man turned out to be
a Nazi.
This is the background of a
housemother for 23 girls, not a
sterotype by any means.

’Polio Vaccine
Bi
Net ie .-ssell

I.

By 1111CHAZD JONES
Definite progress is being made
in developing a successful polio
vaccine, according to Dr. Dwight
M. Bissell, San Jose Health Officer and professor of sanitation at
San Jose State, who returned re-,
icently from the annual meeting
of the Public Health association
in New York.
He explained, however, that it
would be one to three years before
the vaccine will be generally avail-.
able.
At the meeting, Bissell explained, various aspects and types
of polio vaccines were discussed.
The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis is said to favor
a method introduced by Dr. Jonas
Salk, of the University of Pitt.-
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"The students really aren’t interested in music," William J. Erliendson, associate professor of music and director Of the a cappella
choir, declared when asked. "Why
isn’t the choir demanded for more
student body Performances?"
, Dr. Erlendson expressed this
()Pinion of student attitude toward
music during a recent interview
in which he described his backgeound before coming to San Jose
State and the sichievensepti of the
choir sfaii he -Pined the’ Music
department staff 22 years ago.
Eriendaon came to this college
In 1931, after receivIng his RM.
degree from St. Olaf college,
Northfield, Minn. He obtained his
M.A. in 1937 from the University
of Michigan.

that much competition has eidsted
among applicants to meet this
number.
The choir serves the college in
performances for the stittittional
events of the college and at important conimamEty and public
affairs.
As a convestianal representative for the college, it always has
been a polity or the choir not to
accept engagernents strictly for
public performances. Erlendson
explained that, "the wpme of
the choir is not singing for public
audiences," he said.
The choir spends the greater
portion of the autumn and spring
quarters in preparation for the
annual college performances, such
as the College Patrons dinner, the
Spring concert and Baccalaureate
services. Other than providing for
special events such as the inauguration of the new college president, and the dedication of the
new Music building, "the choir has
neither the time nor means to
serve all the derhands of the community," Eriendson said.
Some special occasions of the
past have been tours to the neighboring communities of Monterey,
Gilroy and Salinas. On one occasion they traveled as far south as
Los Angeles for the National Music Educators convention. T h e
choir also has made many appearances on radio and television in
San Francisco.

Eriendson received recognition
for his achievements in music
while a member of the Harvard
glee club. He was brought to San
Jose State to Organize an a cappella choir. Since the choir organization, he has worked as sole
director, tvith only a few years
out during the war, when he
served in the army. During this
period, 1940-44, the choir was inactive.
When questioned about the
choir’s reputation as the perforr
mer of programs on the heavy
side, Eriendson pointed out that
the choir has not been limited to
performances of this type. "It has
been credited with having accomA cat was the first to go over
plished some difficult works," he Niagara Falls in a barrel. It did
said.
not survive.
One such achievement was the
ecor ding made a few years back
of Aron Copen’s "In the Beginning." an a calmalla arrangement
taken from the Book of Clanetds.
These records were prodhased as
T4see Ws%
1.41
a school service Project, and h0Pieli
Alb Mak
were distrihutad to cons. libraries throughout the country.
Hatt Med Makin __.1.16
litientison explained the funcHaase Sausage __11.011
tions of the choir, in catittnelben
with the primary purpose of the
void OHM
Music department, as being teach.$5
Chicks, Mod Steak
er training. The choir serves as a
laboratory for student teachers.
Served with Soup, Potatoes
The choir is composed also of
students other than mink majors,
or Speghetfi
ability being the basis of selecBreed end Butter
Salad,
tion. For this reason, the choir
Coffee end Dessert
has maintained the present high
standards. For the past several
years, the choir has been limited
to 11!) members, with the result

MENU

Welbt dos piehrsfets
SIM bd. tax
Paambed Plieb Mat Co.
elsamorshl Nip Sea Joss
CYprosi 2-4224 or CYproas 3-11063

PIZZERIA
NAPOLITANO

The boys were prepared for this,
however..,
There was a
40.40E
.s trong
length of string
tiedto the
hawk’s leg. and
he was pulled
gently out of the
air. Again ana
again the experiment failed, but
before the evening was ovir
the hawk had
theirsgen.
"This is only one tesaon.- said
Cummins. "It
plenty of
.,11r7ise and paThe Hawk
tient* to train haWks and falcons.
And you can underline patience.
The 19-year -old hawk trainer
said that when the Goshawk was
trained it was big and strong
enough to bring down a large
pheasant.
Goshawk is kerning to
spot the quarry from the fist,"
said Ctursmins. "Thee he takes
off directly for the quarry, grabbing it and piercing it with his
tales,. The quarry is killed in_
stantly."
Herman, owner of the falcon
(Peregrine), said that the true
falcon is trained to circle overhead, flush the quarry, and then,
In a zooming dive, knock it senseless in one shattering blow.

In the past year thrre have
been several strange animals that
have claimed residence at San
Jose State. There was a newspaper-reading squirrel, a jumping
kangaroo rat and a boa, constrictor that surprised the world by
laying a batch of eggs. There
were birds, bats, chipmunks, and
chinchillas; bees, bee t e s, and
blowfish.
But this quarter the
of
them all, a hawk and
Meos.
have joined the ranki of the
undergraduate*.
CumSteve Herman and
mins, freshman stude ts from
Hayward, train the tw birds in
the evenings in front of the Science building. To the la
an, the
boys seem to be flying a feathery
kite, but to the student on closer
inspection, the boys arc practicing an ancient medieval sport
known as austringing and falconry.
Both of the birds were
trapped in the waste* of Montana and given to Cununinif and
Herman to train.
Last week the boys arrived with
their birds for regular evening
workouts. As they began tethering their birds to their stands, a
crowd gathered on the cement
walk. Curious students stopped
on their way home from classes.
One girl tittered. "Gee, look at
the giant eagles." Another giggled, "I wish I had one of those
cute little birds." She changed
her mind when Herman’s goshawk
The exoloti, a salamander, eats
began to screech and flap his
more than its own weight in a
wings menacingly.
Inside the hence Ig- single meal.
aastber erwa had rammis
Meat the whitlows at
lahs.
AMID NO. Silt WWI Softy
Treats( hawks is
ember
oseee Dopes Set Wm
The lesson for the ally was 63
train the goshawk to fly from a
stand to the gloved flat of the
trainer. Placing a small piece of
rabbit meat on his glow’, Cummins
whistled sharply. Nothing happened.
He held out his hand invitingly.
Still nothing happened. He whistled again. The Goshawk flew
toward .the fist but Veered off
toward a tree at the last minute.

lEilKS

Minister Speaks
Wesley Foundation held an Activities Night last night at 7:30
o’clock at First Methodist church,
5th and Santa Clara streets.
Dr. Joyce W. Farr, pastor of
the First Methodist church, continued marriage discussions and
spoke on "The Wedding and the
Honeymoon."
Recreation was available to all
present, Refreshments were
served.

Delicious lar-S-Q
SancIWIcies

LillICK DURUM
edlibm....

a.

403 80. 113100ND 81111Birt

erothe,
linc4 or Sweetli,ad
witt warm4 welcome
01113 Ir6nt 09. S Wittiani3
Wee from Nationally famous rands
you know and trust.
ARROW SHIRTS
ASROW TIES
ARROW HANDKERCHIEFS
PINDLETON WOOL SHIRTS
PINDLETON WOOL IOUS
TOWNE & KING SWEATERS
CATAUNA SWEATERS
Hamdrods of offsar gift items. Come soe.
The Stenp That Qaolity LAW

292 S. MARKET
Open fTM II aaa.to I aits.
gond on Msedays
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Hawk, Falcon Are Latest
In Sparta’s Animal Circle
By NELSON WAD818011111

Eriendson Says Students Not
Interested;. Tells Choir Work
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INVITING ALL SJSC COEDS...
Ft .rvitlz

at Hale s with SJSC junic;r Julia Ann Bennett

ahes tur Stete r,p and
d

c

at her show you all the delicious loot she

:r the Young California Shop. Julia will be

lafe s Thu, riay e ier ;mg,. 5 to 9. and all day on Saturdays.

a
J

II

for TV viewing (end for making a pretty

orewp-OP’zt21a/fIgN2

picture poised over home-work), Julia
suggests these California quilted

II
hi

cottons, white, sprinkled with rosebuds,

it
Is

a-h:dinkle with rhinestones!
The shirt cut like Granddads, 6.9$;
the velvet -piped pedal pushers, 1.98;
Hales ramp callOareia shop
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